Application for Certificate Completion

Please complete and return this application to the Registrar’s Office, 206 Metzgar Center, at least six weeks prior to completion of your certificate program.

STUDENT NAME__________________________________________________    DATE________________
PSU ID__________________________________  E-MAIL________________________________

Please indicate the certificate for which you are applying and list the courses you have taken or will take that meet certificate requirements. IF YOU ARE APPLYING FOR MORE THAN ONE CERTIFICATE, PLEASE USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH CERTIFICATE.

___ ACSCBC Actuarial Mathematics and Statistics
___ ADVERT Advertising
___ BH&PSY Behavioral Health and Counseling Psychology
___ BUSABC Advanced General Business
___ BUSBBC General Business
___ CHD DV Child Development
___ CIRCTS Circuits Basic
___ CRIMBC Crime Psychology and Public Policy
___ CSMSY Consumer Psychology
___ ELCTNC Analog and Digital Electronics
___ ENTRBC Entrepreneurship
___ ERPORC Enterprise Resource Planning with Oracle
___ ERPBC Oracle eBusiness Suite
___ FINCTL Financial Controllership
___ FINRDK Financial Risk Management
___ FINPLN Financial Planning
___ FNSRSL Financial Services Sales
___ GLBLBC Global Awareness
___ GERSC German Studies
___ GMDEV Game Development: Digital Arts and Design
___ GMDEVP Game Development: Technical Programming
___ HMFAC Human Factors
___ LEGST Legal Studies
___ MACTRL Electric Machines & Control
___ MEDPLS Medical Plastics
___ METBBC Mechanical Engineering Technology Basic
___ METFBC Mechanical Engineering Technology Fundamental
___ METMBC Mechanical Engineering Technology Mechanical Design
___ PLSPRO Plastics Processing
___ PMEDBC Pre-Medical
___ PR BC Public Relations
___ SAPBC ERP with SAP
___ SOCMD Social Media
___ TRST Trauma Studies

Course Abbr & Number    # Credits    Semester Taken
(example: SP12)        (example: SP12)
________________________________________  ________________________________________
__________________________________________________  __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________  __________________________________________________
_____________________________________________    _____________________________________________

Please submit to:
Office of the College Registrar
Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
Metzgar Center
4851 College Drive
Erie PA 16563
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